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SMART-MOBILITY: DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
FOR AN INTERCONNECTED MALAYSIA
PROBLEM
Traffic congestion due to rise of publiclyowned vehicles and ‘vehicle cruising’

NTP 2019-2030: "Trend 3: Advances in real time information
and digitalisation", but no specific plans on utilising the
technologies

Increased amounts of carbon emissions

SCFM: In Chapter 7, smart mobility strategies do not focus
much on leveraging Malaysia's existing capabilities

Inadequate public transportation due to
lack of convenience and accessibility

12MP 2021-2025: Chapter 11 highlights benefits of using 4IR
technologies in transport and traffic management. but no
specific plans on utilising the technologies

THE SOLUTION
MyPintas - A centralised, nationwide smart-mobility mobile app as the
core channel to consolidate our 3 Targeted Strategies
2 Key
Segments

Enhance public transportation's
accessibility and convenience
Urbanised
Infrastructure
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Strategies
Narrowed
Approaches

Ensure vehicles on the road are
moving seamlessly
Smart
Parking

End-to-end
Mile Journey

Bus-only
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Micro-mobility
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Safe Walking
Pathways

Free
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IMPACT
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integration
Real-time
tracking of
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Your Location
Your Destination

Payment for ANPR
Free Flow Toll

What do you want to do...

Micro-mobility
access

More individuals would opt for
public transportation
Reduced congestion on roads
Better quality of life due to an
interconnected society
Reduction in harmful gas
emissions by up to 45%
Enhancement in future city
plannings.
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Problem & Policy Gap

PROBLEM

POLICY GAP

Traffic congestion

NTP 2019-2030

Rise of publicly-owned vehicles and ‘vehicle cruising’

Points out "Trend 3: Advances in real time
information and digitalisation", but no
specific plans on utilising the technologies

Led to a two-fold increase in traffic congestion compared
to pre-pandemic times
Increased amounts of carbon emissions
30% of cars circling the city are doing so to look for
parking, creating additional delays and impairing local
circulation
Inadequate public transportation due to lack of
convenience and accessibility
51% of Malaysians now prefer to drive as they find public
transport to be inconvenient and inaccessible due to lack
of efficiency and unstrategic urban planning respectively

SCFM

In Chapter 7, smart mobility strategies do not
focus much on leveraging Malaysia's existing
capabilities
12NP 2021-2025

Chapter 11 highlights the benefits of using
4IR technologies in transport and traffic
management. but no specific plans on
utilising the technologies
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Abstract
Urban cities in Malaysia have faced many challenges regarding mobility,
particularly traffic congestion. This is due to the rise of privately-owned vehicles
and increasing ‘vehicle cruising’ as 30% of cars circling the city is doing so to find
parking. Despite heavy traffic congestion, around 43% of Malaysians still prefer
using cars in comparison to public transportation, as they find the latter to be
inconvenient and inaccessible. In addition, the National Transport Policy 20192030 and Malaysia’s Smart City Framework do not have specific plans on how to
utilise technologies for smart mobility, nor is public transportation being
emphasised.
Hence, the policy proposed leverages advanced technologies via a centralised,
nationwide smart-mobility mobile application as the core channel in the solution.
The policy is divided into two key segments of focus. Firstly, it is to enhance the
existing public transportation’s accessibility and convenience to encourage the
public to opt for public transportation as their first option, and the second is to
ensure vehicles on the road are moving seamlessly, instead of being stuck in a
jam.
With a streamlined, centralised smart-mobility application, Malaysia will be able
to become a greener country with less congested roads, and greater adoption of
public transportation.

Policy Gap
Urban environments go through critical challenges regarding mobility and
transport such as traffic congestion, air quality impacts, diffuse urban pollution,
and accidents, which have been exacerbated when Malaysia lifted its COVID-19
restrictions. Transportation itself accounts for 70% of carbon monoxide emissions
in Malaysia.
Besides, the rise in privately-owned vehicles that exceed road capacity has led to
a two-fold increase in traffic congestion compared to pre-pandemic times. This
congestion is further contributed by ‘vehicle cruising’ as 30% of cars circling the
city at a given time are doing so to look for parking, creating additional delays and
impairing local circulation which translates to incalculable amounts of carbon
emissions.
With the rise of vehicles on the road, it is imperative for society to look into
different alternatives for transport, namely public transportation. However,
research has shown that despite congested traffic in Malaysia, 43% of Malaysians
still preferred using cars as their primary mode of travel as they found public
transport to be inconvenient and inaccessible. This provides a sufficient rationale
to look into alternatives such as smart mobility to reduce traffic congestion and
increase convenience of public transportation.
Delving into Malaysia's existing policies to combat the issues aforementioned, it
was identified that Malaysia has yet to develop any specific smart-mobility
policies. The policies analysed were the National Transport Policy 2019-2030 and
the Smart City Framework prepared for the Ministry of Housing and Local
Government.
According to the National Transport Policy 2019-2030, it was identified that
Malaysia is planning to utilize advanced technologies and systems such as
Internet of Things (IoT) as well as Intelligent Transport System (ITS) to manage
vehicles effectively. However, there are no specific plans on how they are going to
utilise these technologies.
In addition, the smart mobility strategies within Malaysia's Smart City Framework
do not focus much on leveraging Malaysia's existing capabilities, but rather on
future trends such as usage of electric vehicles. Besides that, strategies on public
transportation were also not emphasised, indicating that it has been disregarded.

Policy Solution
1.Centralised Digitalisation App
The use of the App help to mitigate traffic congestion as well as promote the use of
public transportation. Integrating IoT connectivity with the system will solve the
problem.
Smart Parking
Installing the smart sensors to locate empty parking. The sensors will
transmit the data over a wireless connection to a cloud server. Users can see
the real-time availability of the parking lots. The app will also show how
many users view the empty parking spots simultaneously so they can plan
their journey before going to the location.
Real-time Tracking System
By integrating the real-time tracking system, users are able to see the
estimated time of arrival (ETA) of the public transport. Also, it will show them
the time they will arrive at the destination by using private or public
transportation. They can choose which mode of transportation is the best for
them.

2. Smart ANPR
Installing smart ANPR to detect the registration plate of vehicles entering and
exiting parking areas. Also, ANPR can detect parking violations and read the license
plates at distances. ANPR technology has contributed to a 90% reduction in
speeding offences in Dubai, resulting in a significant accident reduction and a
substantial decrease in speeding-related violations. ANPR enhance the security
systems by utilising a Big Data system. ANPR can detect a stolen vehicle on the
road or detect a fake licence plate number.
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Policy Solution
3. Urbanised Infrastructure
Micro-mobility is gaining traction as a potential solution to the existing
transportation networks' demands. It provides a solution for end-to-end mile
connectivity to mitigate transit desert, reduce traffic, and enhance air quality.
However, in Malaysia, there are no designated lanes for micro-mobility vehicles,
leading to road accidents and injuries.
Provide Designated Area for Micro-mobility lanes.
Due to the vehicles' differences in appearance and size, a designated lane for
micro-mobility vehicles to mitigate road accidents and injuries should be
provided. This not only provides a safe space for the user but for another
mode of transportation as well. The lanes will allow people who do not have a
driver's license to use the lanes to get to their destination or a public
transportation area.
Improve Bus Lanes
Establish a fence between the bus lanes and main roads to prevent cars from
using it during traffic congestion. This is to utilise the effectiveness of public
transportation and to encourage more people to use it instead of driving
privately.
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Policy Solution
4. Carpooling System
Carpooling is a system that allows multiple people to travel in a single-vehicle by
sharing a car. It helps to reduce the number of cars on the road as well as traffic
congestion. The survey conducted by the Centre for Governance and Political
Studies (Cent-GPS), a behavioral and social science research firm based in Kuala
Lumpur, revealed that Malaysians dislike sharing their car cabin space with others
during their daily commute to work. This is because they prefer to drive alone due
to comfort, and when they arrange to carpool, their coworkers frequently wake up
late, causing the driver to be late to work as well.
Established Apps for Car Pooling
The apps enable users and drivers to have a systematic plan. The drivers are
able to rate their passengers in order for them to be aware of their
behavioural problems.
Provide designated parking for carpooling cars.
Providing a designated parking area for carpooling benefits will encourage
individuals to carpool rather than drive alone. People who commuted to work
together will be able to park in the designated area without having to
compete with other vehicles.
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Policy Criteria
The Policy Evaluation Criteria Framework adopted by OECD (2021) is used to
analyse the policy options aforementioned. These criteria are presented in a way
where they are most logically considered. In the start, the relevance and coherence
are examined, followed by effectiveness and efficiency, and finally impact and
sustainability.
Relevance measures the extent to which the solution responds to the target
market's needs, while coherence examines the compatibility of the policy option
with other existing solutions or capabilities in the country. Effectiveness measures
the degree of success to which the solution could potentially achieve, and
efficiency is the likelihood of the solution being delivered in a productive and timely
way. On the other hand, impact examines the significant change the solution may
bring about, while sustainability measures the potential of the policy being able to
continue in the long term.

Table 1: Evaluation of Policy Options

Through this table, it is seen that ANPR fulfilled all the considerations that has
been put forth. This is then followed by solutions under the centralised app,
infrastructure, and finally, implementation of a carpooling system.
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Policy
Recommendation
The diagram below illustrates the recommended policy’s framework.

Diagram 1: Policy Framework

The key issue that this policy aims to address is reducing traffic congestion in
Malaysia especially in urban cities.
To solve that, the selected policy leverages on advanced technologies via a
centralised, nationwide smart-mobility mobile application as the core channel in the
solution. Smartphones are the new keys to a well-connected city. They are the first
and main touchpoint for anyone to tap into a wealth of instant information on transits,
alerts, and services.
The policy is divided into two key segments of focus. Firstly, it is to enhance the
existing public transportation’s accessibility and convenience to encourage the
public to opt for public transportation as their first option.
The second segment is to ensure vehicles on the road are moving seamlessly,
instead of being stuck in a jam. The main justification for addressing the second area
is that although the ideal situation is where everyone opts for public transportation, in
reality, there are certain cases where opting for private vehicles is necessary due to
medical emergencies etc.
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Policy
Recommendation
To enhance public transportation, tapping into the urbanised structure via end-toend mile journey and bus-only lanes are critical based on the previous policy
solutions analysis.
Establishing a bus-only lane at highways and main roads would help facilitate an exit
from short-term responses of heavy-vehicles on the road while also easing traffic
flow.
The application users can track the real-time movement of the bus from bus-only
lanes while the micro-mobility touchpoints and safe walking pathways are equipped
with IoT sensors that are linked to the application.
Simultaneously, on the other hand, smart-parking will be one of the key highlights in
this application. Sensors will be installed all over the city’s parking spots which will
enable users to identify real-time available parking slots at places before arriving
there.
When they are looking at a specific spot via the app, they can also see how many
other people are looking at that spot at the same time live. This enables users to
estimate how many people are interested in going there.
Hence, the potential large crowd will nudge users to use public transportation
instead as the application will display the public transportation route side-by-side
the smart-parking display for comparison.
Additionally, Malaysia has embarked on implementing a free-flow highway recently.
This policy will leverage on that by instilling relevant data obtained such as
Automatic Number Plate Recognition into the application.
Overall, every strategy in this policy complements each other and are directly linked to
the centralised smart-mobility application.
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Policy
Recommendation
This policy will be rolled-out in 4 main phases across a span of 5 years.

Table 2: Policy Timeline
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Potential Impact

Table 3: Policy Impact
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Stakeholder Mapping

Table 4: Stakeholder Map
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Appendix
The proposed policy framework from previous pages is inspired from McKinsey's
three layers of "smartness"

The policy criteria is adopted from OECD (2021) policy evaluation criteria.
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